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ABSTRACT

We present spectropolarimetric observations of the nearby Type Ia supernova SN 2014J in M82 over six epochs:
+0, +7, +23, +51, +77, +109, and +111 days with respect to B-band maximum. The strong continuum
polarization, which is constant with time, shows a wavelength dependence unlike that produced by linear
dichroism in Milky Way dust. The observed polarization may be due entirely to interstellar dust or include a
circumstellar scattering component. We find that the polarization angle aligns with the magnetic field of the host
galaxy, arguing for an interstellar origin. Additionally, we confirm a peak in polarization at short wavelengths that
would imply <R 2V along the light of sight, in agreement with earlier polarization measurements. For illustrative
purposes, we include a two-component fit to the continuum polarization of our +51-day epoch that combines a
circumstellar scattering component with interstellar dust where scattering can account for over half of the
polarization at 4000 Å. Upon removal of the interstellar polarization signal, SN 2014J exhibits very low levels of
continuum polarization. Asymmetries in the distribution of elements within the ejecta are visible through moderate
levels of time-variable polarization in accordance with the Si II λ6355 absorption line. At maximum light, the line
polarization reaches ∼0.6% and decreases to~0.4% 1 week later. This feature also forms a loop on the –q uRSP RSP
plane, illustrating that the ion does not have an axisymmetric distribution. The observed polarization properties
suggest that the explosion geometry of SN 2014J is generally spheroidal with a clumpy distribution of silicon.

Key words: polarization – supernovae: general – supernovae: individual (SN 2014J)

1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to use Type Ia supernova (SN Ia) peak
magnitudes as standardizable candles has made these explo-
sions instrumental in measuring cosmic distances (Riess et al.
1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). A general agreement exists that
SNe Ia are the thermonuclear explosion of white dwarf stars
that explode in a binary system (Hoyle & Fowler 1960).
However, determining the true progenitor system, specifically,
how to grow a white dwarf to the Chandrasekhar mass prior to
exploding, has been a challenge (see Howell 2011; Maoz
et al. 2014, for recent reviews). One of the commonly accepted
scenarios is the single-degenerate (SD) system, where the white
dwarf accretes matter from a nondegenerate companion
(Whelan & Iben 1973). An alternative theory is the double-
degenerate (DD) channel, in which a more massive white dwarf
tidally disrupts its less massive companion and then accretes
the material (Iben & Tutukov 1984; Webbink 1984). SD
explosion models can reasonably match observed light curves
and spectra of SNe Ia (Stehle et al. 2005), but we have yet to
find conclusive proof of the companion star of these progenitor
systems in pre- and post-explosion images (Li et al. 2011;
Schaefer & Pagnotta 2012). Meanwhile, the nearby explosion
of SN 2011fe has lent support to the DD case as deep X-ray
(Margutti et al. 2012) and radio (Chomiuk et al. 2012)
observations indicate a clean local environment. However, the
significant asymmetry expected in violent-merger DD explo-
sions (Bulla et al. 2016) is not consistent with the modest levels
of polarization measured in SN 2011fe (P. Milne et al. 2016,
private communication). Thus, asymmetries present in the
ejecta of extragalactic SNe, which can be explored through

spectropolarimetry, illuminate details about the explosion, such
as the overall asphericity and the stratification of elements in
the outer ejecta layers (Wang & Wheeler 2008). This can then
be used to distinguish between the various explosion models
and progenitor systems.
The SN’s light becomes linearly polarized when scattered by

electrons, which are abundant in the atmosphere. A spherically
symmetric distribution of electrons in a source that is not
resolved causes the electric vectors to cancel completely and
leads to zero net polarization (Höflich 1991). Therefore, a non-
null polarization measurement demands some level of
asymmetry as it is the result of the unequal canceling of
perpendicular electric field vectors. Possible causes of
asymmetry in SNe Ia are the encounter between the SN ejecta
and the evolved companion star in the SD progenitor scenario
(Marietta et al. 2000; Kasen et al. 2004) or the disruption of a
white dwarf in the DD case (Livio & Pringle 2011; Bulla
et al. 2016). Polarization may also be produced by irregularities
in the ionization structure caused by clumps of the radioactive
56Ni in the ejecta (Chugai 1992).
The continuum polarization of normal SNe Ia is typically

measured to be quite low, P 0.3%, suggesting a global
geometry that is nearly spherical (Wang & Wheeler 2008).
Line polarization, on the other hand, indicates that the
distribution of those specific ions is not uniform along the
line of sight above the photosphere. The Si II λ6355 and the
Ca II near-infrared (NIR) triplet lines were significantly
polarized in all well-studied SNe Ia with spectropolarimetric
data to date near maximum light (Wang et al. 2003; Leonard
et al. 2005; Chornock & Filippenko 2008; Patat et al. 2009;
Cox & Patat 2014). Some explosions also showed signs of line
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polarization across Si II λ5051, Mg II λ4471 (Patat et al. 2009),
S II near 5300 Å (P. Milne et al. 2016, private communication),
and Fe II near 4800 Å (Leonard et al. 2005; Chornock &
Filippenko 2008), although all of these lines have shown less
significance. Therefore, we see that a number of intermediate-
mass elements in SNe Ia have a clumpy distribution in the
ejecta. Both the continuum and line polarization show a
temporal evolution that decreases toward a null level of
polarization between maximum light and 2 weeks later,
indicating that SNe Ia become more spherically symmetric
with time (Wang & Wheeler 2008). The Si II λ6355 line
polarization has also been used to show that brighter SNe Ia
(Wang et al. 2007) and those with lower expansion velocities
(Maund et al. 2010) tend to be less polarized.

In addition to learning about the SN itself, for cases where
there is appreciable extinction, the polarized continua of SNe
may enable a study of the host galaxies’ dust properties as the
wavelength dependence of the polarization has been related to
the extinction law (Serkowski et al. 1975). This method
depends on the intrinsic polarization of the SN being negligible
compared to interstellar polarization (ISP) when the color
excess ( )- >E B V 0.2 mag. The wavelength-dependent
extinction of the Milky Way is often characterized by RV,
where ( )= -R A E B VV V , which relates the selective extinc-
tion, RV, to the total extinction, AV, and the amount of
reddening, ( )-E B V .

Although it varies with line of sight, an ~R 3.1V is often
quoted to describe the average extinction law of the Milky Way
(Cardelli et al. 1989). A lower RV value leads to an extinction
law that rises more steeply in the blue as compared to the
Galaxy and is thought to be the result of an increased number
of grains with radii m<a 0.1 m (Kim et al. 1994). Several
studies of well-observed SNe Ia have shown such steep
extinction laws, with the most extreme cases displaying an

<R 2V (Elias-Rosa et al. 2006, 2008; Krisciunas et al. 2006;
Wang et al. 2008a). As this value is below the canonical value
of the Milky Way, the dust obscuring these explosions is likely
different from the interstellar medium (ISM) of the Galaxy.
Spectropolarimetry of some highly reddened SNe Ia agrees
with this result as the wavelength dependence of their
polarization implies <R 2V along their line of sight. We
discuss this in more detail in Section 3.1. These are important
results when using SNe Ia as standardizeable candles in
cosmology because Hicken et al. (2009) have shown that an
RV = 3.1 overestimates host galaxy extinction of the CfA mid-z
sample. An RV = 1.7, however, reduced the Hubble residuals
for this sample.

Here we present optical spectropolarimetry of the normal SN
Ia SN 2014J for 111 days starting at maximum light obtained
with the SPOL Spectropolarimeter at the Steward Observatory
2.3 m Bok and 6.5 m MMT telescopes. The high level of
continuum polarization allows us to analyze the dust properties
of the host galaxy, and the multi-epoch observations add to the
growing number of well-studied SNe Ia for which the evolution
of the polarization properties has been investigated in detail.

1.1. SN 2014J

SN 2014J was discovered by Fossey et al. (2014) on 2014
January 21.805 (UT) in the nearby starburst galaxy M82. The
distance to the galaxy as determined by Dalcanton et al. (2009)
is = D 3.5 0.3Mpc, making SN 2014J the closest SN Ia in

several decades. Early Palomar Transient Factory spectra
showed that SN 2014J followed a similar evolution to SNe
such as SN 2011fe, but with slightly higher ejecta velocities
(Goobar et al. 2014). The authors noted, however, that strong
attenuation at bluer wavelengths indicated that the SN was
suffering from a significant amount of extinction along the line
of sight. The maximum light Si II λ6355 velocity, measured
from the middle of the absorption line, was

= - -v 12,000 km sSi ,0
1

II (Marion et al. 2015), placing SN
2014J slightly inside the Wang et al. (2009) high-velocity (HV)
classification (the HV group is defined as having

< - -v 11,800 km sSi ,0
1

II ), which is a proxy for the velocity
gradient when spectroscopic sampling is sparse. However,
using their spectra from [−0.4, +9.1] days, Marion et al.
(2015) found a velocity gradient ˙ = - -v 42 km s day1 1, placing
SN 2014J in the low velocity gradient (LVG) group of Benetti
et al. (2005). Foley et al. (2014) measured a peak brightness

= B 11.85 0.02max mag on = JD 2,456,690.5 0.2 and a
decline rate parameter ( )D = m B 0.95 0.01 mag15 obs (both
values uncorrected for reddening).

1.2. Extinction Law of SN 2014J

The intrinsic colors of SNe Ia are believed to be nearly
homogeneous with a slight dependence on light-curve shape
(Phillips et al. 1999). Based on this assumption, the extinction
law of an SN is generally determined by comparing the
observed colors or spectra to unreddened standards. The low RV

value exhibited by highly extincted SNe Ia would imply that
the interstellar dust along the line of sight has a small average
grain size if the extinction is dominated by ISM dust (Whittet
1992). However, Wang (2005) showed that these low values
can possibly be explained by dust in a circumstellar
environment scattering and reddening the SN light. Simulations
by Goobar (2008) later showed that scattering and reddening
could give rise to a power-law wavelength-dependent extinc-
tion law of the form l~lA p. They found a good fit to the
heavily extinguished SN 2006X if LMC-like grains, described
by a power = -p 2.5, are confined within a circumstellar shell
of =R 10 cmCSM

16 (Goobar 2008). By comparison, their
simulations show that Galactic dust follows a shallower
extinction law with = -p 1.5.
Due to its proximity, SN 2014J was well studied in UV–

optical–NIR wavelengths, and the wavelength dependence of
the extinction law has been analyzed by a number of groups.
Goobar et al. (2014) and Amanullah et al. (2014), using similar
optical and NIR photometry, determined that a simple (one-
parameter) reddening law characterized by ~R 1.4V due to

–~A 1.7 1.9 magV of extinction could adequately match their
data. This was achieved by artificially reddening SN 2011fe,
which was not thought to be affected by much extinction, with
a Milky-Way-like extinction law, while allowing ( )-E B V
and RV to vary. Equally consistent with the Amanullah et al.
(2014) data set was a power-law model with an index
= -p 2.1. The photometric and spectroscopic measurements

of Foley et al. (2014) were also inconsistent with a reddening
law characterized by RV = 3.1. Additionally, they found that a
multiple-component extinction model gave an overall better fit
to their spectroscopic data of SN 2014J than with either a
simple reddening or circumstellar model alone. Their best-fit
model included interstellar dust with properties
( = R 2.59 0.02V ) similar to some lines of sight in the Milky
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Way (Cardelli et al. 1989) and a circumstellar component that
scattered light similar to the LMC. However, Johansson et al.
(2014) did not find an IR excess in 3.6 μm and 4.5 μm Spitzer
data, which placed limits on < -M M10dust

5 within 1017 cm
of the explosion and thus argued against the circumstellar
medium (CSM) scattering models. Optical and UV photometry
obtained with Swift also conclude that SN 2014J’s extinction is
due to interstellar dust since the light curves are well matched
by a reddened SN 2011fe template without the need for
invoking CSM scattering (Brown et al. 2015). Similar results
were found with an extended data set between 0.2 and 2 μm
(Amanullah et al. 2015).

An independent measure of host galaxy extinction is
possible through high-resolution absorption spectra, which
reveal weak interstellar features. Atomic and molecular lines,
as well as diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs), are found in the
spectrum of SN 2014J at velocities that arise within the gas of
M82 (Welty et al. 2014). The equivalent width (EW) of the
DIB 5780 Å, in particular, has been shown to be a proxy for
host galaxy ISM reddening (Phillips et al. 2013, and references
within). The strength of this DIB along the line of sight to SN
2014J gives an estimate of ~A 1.95 magV for the visual
extinction (Welty et al. 2014). Therefore, nearly all of the
extinction measured by SN 2014J photometry can be accounted
for with interstellar dust.

Temporal variations detected in some high-resolution spectra
of SNe Ia have been proposed as evidence of CSM near the SN
explosion (Patat et al. 2007). The width and intensity of the
Na I doublet lines of SN 2006X were found to vary with time
between −2 and +61 days after maximum light. The authors
proposed that the evolution in the line profiles was caused by
the ionization of the CSM by UV radiation of the SN, which
slowly recombines with time. The gas near the SN that
undergoes ionization could be due to successive nova eruptions
or from the stellar wind of a red giant companion star.
Variability of the Na I lines does not seem to be a common
property of SNe Ia because only 3 of 17 SNe Ia with multi-
epoch high-resolution spectra have shown changes in the EW
of their Na I lines (Patat et al. 2007; Simon et al. 2009; Dilday
et al. 2012; Sternberg et al. 2014). Variability was also detected
in SN 1999cl using low-resolution spectra (Blondin
et al. 2009). The ability to detect these variations, however,
depends on the window of observations and the geometry of
the CSM. Foley et al. (2014), who had the most complete
sample of high-resolution spectra in the weeks around
maximum light, did not see any changes in the Na I lines of
SN 2014J between −10 and +18 days after the peak
brightness. Maeda et al. (2016) confirmed these results with a
data set that extends to 255 days after maximum and find that
all of the Na D absorptions arise in interstellar dust ∼40 pc in
the foreground.

The detection of a light echo near the explosion sites of some
SNe Ia is also considered to be evidence of CSM. Whether
CSM light echoes have been detected is the subject of current
debate. SN 1998bu was shown to have two echoes at distances
<10 pc and at 120 pc from the SN; the former has been argued
to be created by circumstellar dust (Garnavich et al. 2001). A
more extended echo was present in SN 2006X, leading to
estimates of a cloud of dust located at –27 170 pc (Wang et al.
2008b). This was hinted to at least have a partial local origin,
although see Crotts & Yourdon (2008) for an alternate analysis.

Light echoes in SN 2014J were first discovered by Crotts
(2015), with further analysis of the light echo expansion
presented by Yang et al. (2015). The authors find a luminous
inner arc created by a foreground dust sheet at 222 pc and a
faint outer ring consistent with foreground dust at 367 pc.
Multiple inner echoes are also seen at smaller radii, indicating a
complex ISM within M82.
Optical and NIR broadband polarization of SN 2014J

showed a degree of polarization that decreased quickly from
shorter to longer wavelengths, with a peak in polarization at a
much shorter wavelength than typically measured by Galactic
stars (Kawabata et al. 2014). The authors proposed that the
majority of the polarization was due to interstellar dust in M82
since the polarization angle was nearly constant across the
spectrum. The wavelength dependence of the broadband
measurements was better fit with an inverse power law than a
Serkowski curve, which underestimated the IR polarization by
0.2%–0.3%. They concluded that this unusual behavior
suggests that the polarizing dust grains of M82 have mean
radii m<0.1 m. These results were echoed by Patat et al. (2015)
using spectropolarimetry of SN 2014J at day +1.
Here we present multiple epochs of optical spectropolari-

metry of SN 2014J from maximum light to 111 days past-
maximum with the paper organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present the details of our observations and data reduction
process. In Section 3, we discuss our estimate of the ISP and its
implications for the dust of M82. We discuss the ISP-
subtracted intrinsic polarization of SN 2014J in Section 4. In
Section 5 we explore how the polarization of SN 2014J
compares to other SNe before summarizing our conclusions in
Section 6.

2. OBSERVATIONS

We observed SN 2014J over seven nights at the Steward
Observatory 2.3 m Bok (Kitt Peak, AZ) and 6.5 m MMT (Mt.
Hopkins, AZ) telescopes with the CCD Imaging/Spectro-
polarimeter (Schmidt et al. 1992b; SPOL). A rotatable semi-
achromatic half-waveplate positioned just below the slit acts as
a retarder. A Wollaston prism located in the collimated beam
separates the orthogonally polarized (ordinary and extraordin-
ary) components onto an 800 × 1200 pixel CCD.
Obtaining the linear Stokes parameters for each target

requires two Q and two U images, with each image recording
the ordinary and extraordinary spectra. For each image, the
total exposure time is split between four waveplate rotation
angles that are separated by 90°. Each of the four rotations
produces an identical polarization state on the detector, and the
result reduces the effects of variations in the waveplate as a
function of rotator angle. The second Q or U image is obtained
with waveplate positions offset by 45°, thereby swapping the
ordinary and extraordinary beams on the detector so that pixel-
to-pixel variations can be minimized during the reduction. The
sequence of exposures that produces the four Stokes images is
repeated several times for each target to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio.
We report the observation log in Table 1, where the SN

phase is determined with respect to B-band maximum light,
which occurred on 2014 February 2 (Foley et al. 2014). Our
seven nights of observations were grouped into six epochs. The
polarization did not change significantly between May 22 and
24, so these nights were combined into a single epoch.
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We reduced the data using custom, but mature, IRAF6

routines. We began by bias-subtracting and flat-fielding each
image in the usual manner and used observations of He, Ne,
and Ar lamps at the beginning of each run for wavelength
calibration purposes. We then extracted the ordinary and
extraordinary traces and used the 1D spectra to measure the
linear Stokes parameters Q and U. We debiased the positive
definite nature of the polarization calculation using the

prescription ∣ ( )∣s s=  + - +P Q U Q U
2 2 1

2
2 2 (Wardle &

Kronberg 1974), where the sign is determined according to the
sign of the modulus. Finally, to further increase the signal-to-
noise ratio, we binned the final Stokes parameters, after
removal of the ISP, to 20 or 60 Å wide intervals.

During each run, we obtained multiple observations of the
polarized standards BD +59°389 (2014 February 2 and 9), HD
245310 (2014 February 2, 9, 24 and March 25), HD 154445
(2014 February 25), HD 161056 (2014 February 25), VI Cyg
#12 (2014 February 25 and April 20), and Hiltner 960 (2014
February 25 and April 20) to determine the linear polarization
position angle on the sky (Schmidt et al. 1992a). We used the
average position angle offset from these stars to correct the
spectra from the instrumental to the standard equatorial frame.
Additionally, we confirmed that the instrumental polarization is
less than 0.1% by observing the unpolarized standard stars
G191-B2B (2014 February 2, 9, 25, March 25, April 20) and
BD +28°4211 (2014 April 20).

3. INTERSTELLAR POLARIZATION

The wavelength dependence of continuum polarization
detected along the line of sight to SN 2014J may be due to
the combination of the ISM in the Milky Way, ISM in the host
galaxy, and dust local to the SN. In the following sections, we
discuss how pure transmission through dust or a combination
of transmission and scattering by dust manifests itself in the
spectropolarimetric data, and we discuss the implications of
each scenario. For more details, please see the Appendix.

3.1. Transmission through Dust

To determine the intrinsic polarization of the SN’s ejected
layers, we must first derive the contribution from aligned dust
grains within the ISM, known as ISP. We present the
polarization of Epoch 4, 51 days after maximum light, in

Figure 1. The average continuum polarization declines
monotonically from~7% at 4000 Å to ∼2% at 7500 Å. Earlier
spectra that are closer to maximum light show a very similar
level of continuum polarization, but have a strong modulation
near 6150 Å, as seen in Figure 2, which is associated with line
polarization intrinsic to the SN. Later spectra at +77, +104,
and +106 days have a lower signal-to-noise ratio than Epoch 4,
so we do not use them to determine the level of ISP.
Both the Milky Way and the SN’s host galaxy may

contribute an ISP component to the observed continuum
polarization. There are no Galactic stars within a 2° box
centered on the SN with polarization measurements to the best
of our knowledge (Heiles 2000). However, the highest degree
of polarization measured for a star at a similar Galactic latitude
to M82 is 0.76%, with 0.24% being the average among 17 stars
with comparable latitudes. Therefore, we conclude that the
Milky Way’s contribution to the ISP is small in comparison to
the polarization along the line of sight to SN 2014J. Hoffman
et al. (2005) note that due to the vector nature of polarization,
even if the Milky Way ISP is small compared with that of the

Table 1
Observation Log of SN 2014J

UT Date Daysa Epoch Exposureb Telescope Wavelength Grism Slit Dispersion Spatial Scale Resolution
(+Bmax) (s) (Å) ( -lines mm 1) ( )arcsec (Å -pixel 1) ( -pixel arcsec 1 ) (Å)

2014 Feb 2.37 +0 1 3 × 160 Bok 4000–7500 600 5.1 4.14 1.9 32
2014 Feb 9.38 +7 2 3 × 160 Bok 4000–7500 600 4.1 4.14 1.9 26
2014 Feb 25.40 +23 3 4 × 240 Bok 4000–7500 600 4.1 4.14 1.9 26
2014 Mar 25.40 +51 4 3 × 360 Bok 4000–7500 600 4.1 4.14 1.9 26
2014 Apr 20.36 +77 5 1 × 480 MMT 4050–7200 964 1.9 2.62 5.2 20
2014 May 22.16 +109 6 2 × 480 Bok 4000–7500 600 4.1 4.14 1.9 26
2014 May 24.16 +111 6 2 × 480 Bok 4000–7500 600 4.1 4.14 1.9 26

Notes.
a Days are calculated with respect to maximum brightness in the B band, which occurred on 2014 February 2 (Foley et al. 2014).
b Exposure times listed are those required to obtain one Stokes parameter.

Figure 1. Top: observed degree of polarization at +51 days, binned to 4 Å,
with our best-fit Serkowski-only curve (solid green), assuming that all of the
continuum polarization is due to the ISP of M82 (see Section 3.1). The second
panel shows how a Serkowski curve (solid blue) and a scattering component
(dashed blue) compare to the Epoch 4 data (see Section 3.2). The sum of the
two components is shown in solid red. The q (black) and u (gray) spectra are
shown in the third panel, and the polarization angle is presented in the bottom
panel. The average value of 39°, found between 5000 and 7500 Å, is shown in
green.

6 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
(AURA) under a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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SN, its contribution may cause a position angle rotation if the
vector alignment is unfavorable. Using the ratio of the highest
degree of polarization for a Galactic star noted above to the
average polarization observed near 4500 Å in Epoch 4, we find
that the intrinsic polarization angle of SN 2014J could differ by
as much as 3 .9 from what we observe (Hoffman et al. 2005,
Equation (1)).

Our approach to estimating the host galaxy’s ISP contrib-
ution is to wait until the ejecta has become optically thin to
electron scattering during the SN’s nebular phase. At this point
any residual polarization is expected to be contributed by
intervening dust. Because the spectrum shows a sharply
decreasing degree of polarization with wavelength, a single
value of q and u cannot properly describe the ISP. Instead, the
wavelength dependence of the polarization spectrum, if due
completely to the linear dichroism of interstellar dust, can be
captured by fitting the data with the empirical Serkowski
relation

( ) ( )l
l
l

= -⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠P P Kexp ln , 1ISP max

2 max

where lmax is the wavelength at which the polarization reaches
a maximum, Pmax, while K controls the width of the curve
(Serkowski et al. 1975). The relationship was determined from
the optical polarization of Galactic stars, and typical values are
l m= 0.55 mmax and a curve width dependent on lmax such
that ( ) l=  + K 0.01 0.05 1.66 0.9 max , where lmax is
given in mm (Whittet et al. 1992). Because the peak in the
degree of polarization of SN 2014J appears to be m<0.4 m, as
evident in Figure 1, the derived parameters will likely be
peculiar. Our least-squares fitting routine yields

= K 0.40 0.03,7 l m= 0.0456 0.1052 mmax , and
= P 45.04% 30.56%max . Our values agree well with the

results of Patat et al. (2015) even though we use a polarization
spectrum obtained 50 days later. However, our results are not
as easily compared to the broadband measurements, as
Kawabata et al. (2014) held K fixed to fit their polarization,

which was averaged over five epochs between −11 and
+33 days.
It has been proposed that the wavelength dependence of the

polarization is related to the extinction law through the relation
 lR 5.5V max (Serkowski et al. 1975). The low lmax value

derived from polarization implies a low RV consistent with
photometric and spectroscopic estimates (Foley et al. 2014).
However, near-ultraviolet (NUV) and optical photometry of
M82 shows evidence of a 2175 Å bump in the galaxy’s NUV
color–color plots, suggesting that this particular galaxy may be
more comparable to the Milky Way than other starburst
galaxies, which often do not show the bump in their extinction
laws (Hutton et al. 2014). In a further analysis of this
photometry, which was taken in the years before the explosion
of SN 2014J, the dust at a projected distance of 1 kpc from the
nucleus, the same distance as the SN (Foley et al. 2014), has an

–~R 3 4V (Hutton et al. 2015). This is obviously in contrast to
the low values of RV measured after the explosion (Amanullah
et al. 2014; Foley et al. 2014; Goobar et al. 2014). However, we
note that Figure 5 in Hutton et al. (2015) displays a large range
in selective extinction values near this distance.

3.2. Combined Scattering and Transmission through Dust

Light that encounters dust located at interstellar distances
from the SN acquires polarization through linear dichroism.
The polarization angle in this case aligns with the magnetic
field direction of the galaxy in which the grains are aligned.
The polarization signal of scattering dust in the circumstellar
environment, however, will be due to photons scattered into the
line of sight. The perpendicular electric field vectors for dust
distributed symmetrically about the line of sight would cancel
completely, similar to an unresolved symmetric SN envelope
(Höflich 1991). Therefore, to measure a net linear polarization,
there must be some asymmetry in the dust’s overall geometry,
which will be reflected in the associated polarization angle.
To demonstrate how circumstellar dust may be present in

their polarization spectrum, Patat et al. (2015) applied a
multicomponent fit to their +1-day spectropolarimetric data of
SN 2014J composed of a Serkowski curve for interstellar dust
and a Rayleigh scattering component that dominates at short
wavelengths. They find a respectable fit using K = 1.15 (held
fixed), l m= 0.35 mmax , and ( ) ( )l m l=P P 0.4 ms

4 with
=P P0.8s max . From their Figure 6, we estimate ~P 3.8%max ,

which gives =P 3.0%s for the scattering component. Addi-
tionally, scattering contributes ~40% of the total polarization
at m0.4 m.
Because Patat et al. (2015) use a spectrum near maximum

light, their fit may include a small level of intrinsic continuum
polarization attributed to electron scattering in the SN ejecta.
Later observations are less likely to have an intrinsic SN
component, so we present a similar fit to our +51-day epoch in
Figure 1. We find that our data are well described with
c = 1.452 using K = 1.15,l m= 0.35 mmax , =P 3.5%max , and

=P 3.3%s , with scattering dominating at wavelengths less than
m0.395 m. The scattering also contributes about 56% of the

total polarization in our fit. We chose to hold K and lmax fixed
to decrease the number of free parameters by using the original
K value presented by Serkowski et al. (1975) and lmax chosen
to represent one of the bluest peaks observed in the Milky Way
(See Appendix). It is important to note that our fit in Figure 1 is
just for illustrative purposes as a number of decompositions
could potentially describe the observed polarization. For

Figure 2. Continuum polarization prior to ISP subtraction is binned to 47 Å
and shown for Epoch 1 (black), Epoch 2 (green), Epoch 3 (pink), and Epoch 4
(blue). To check for variability, we applied a least-squares power-law fit of the
form ( ) ( )l l m= b-P c 0.55 m to each epoch. These fits are shown as dotted
lines and have been offset by 1% for clarity.

7 Note that we do not force K to conform to the Whittet relation.
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comparison, the multicomponent fit of Patat et al. (2015) gives
a c = 2.422 to our Epoch 4 data and is even worse, c = 7.012 ,
when compared to our maximum light epoch.

Additionally, we find an average angle of q =  39 1.78
between 5000 and 7000 Å in Epoch 4, which is in agreement
with the earlier-epoch polarization measurements of Kawabata
et al. (2014) and Patat et al. (2015). Greaves et al. (2000)
determined that a 40° angle describes the magnetic field
structure of M82, thus suggesting that if there is circumstellar
dust polarizing light by scattering, the dust must be oriented
nearly identical to the dust lanes of M82 (Patat et al. 2015).
Hoang (2015) discussed a toy model that may be able to
explain the lack of change in angle. If small grains that undergo
Rayleigh scattering are trapped within an accretion disk aligned
in the magnetic equatorial direction of the white dwarf and the
magnetosphere of the star contains a size distribution of grains
reminiscent of the Galaxy, the polarization vectors that emerge
from the two grain populations will be parallel. However,
Hoang (2015) mentions that these dust grains will likely be
swept away within –1 2 hr after the explosion, depending on the
ejecta velocity, and therefore are not expected to be observable
at the epochs of polarization we discuss here. We note that
because the contribution of the small Milky Way ISP may
rotate the observed polarization angle by as much as 3 .9 from
its intrinsic value (see Section 3.1), this makes it more likely
that such an apparent alignment between the circumstellar dust
of the SN and the ISP of M82 could occur by simple chance.

3.3. Stokes ISP Estimate

We have presented both the results of fitting a Serkowski
function that assumes transmission through dust of a single
distribution and the results of a two-component model that
includes transmission through dust and a scattering comp-
onent. However, because there are concerns with adopting
either scenario, we also present a low-order polynomial fit to
the rotated Stokes parameters (RSPs) of qRSP and uRSP of
Epoch 4. We use the fits to determine the nonvarying ISP and
in turn the SN’s intrinsic polarization. We note that this
prescription for determining the ISP from a late epoch makes
use of the assumption that the continuum polarization is null
as a result of the ejecta that is optically thin to electron
scattering.

The rotated parameters are derived by revolving the –q u
plane through an angle θ such that all of the continuum
polarization then lies along qRSP, while uRSP represents
deviations from the dominant axis (Trammell et al. 1993;
Leonard et al. 2001). Presenting the SN’s intrinsic P as the
rotated quantities allows us to avoid the high level of bias that
accompanies the traditional determination of P through
= +P q u2 2 and also avoid the problems caused by the

asymmetric error distribution of P for low signal-to-noise data

in the debiased formula ∣ ( )∣s s=  + - +P Q U Q U
2 2 1

2
2 2

(Wardle & Kronberg 1974).
To calculate the RSP, we use the form =qRSP

q q+q ucos 2 sin 2 and q q= - +u q usin 2 cos 2RSP and
use the mean polarization angle derived between 5000 and
7500 Å in Epoch 4 as our θ since the angle is nearly constant
over all epochs. We then subtract the following best-fit

polynomials from the rotated observed Stokes vectors:

( ) ( )
( )

( )

l m l m
l m

= - - + -
=- - -

q

u

4.57 17.10 0.5 m 27.10 0.5 m ,

0.004 0.008 0.5 m ,
2

ISP
2

ISP

and the remainder is considered to be intrinsic to the SN. The
statistical uncertainties on the coefficients of the qISP
polynomial are, respectively, 0.02, 0.28, and 1.12, while the
uncertainties on the uISP fit are 0.013 and 0.090.
We binned the observed polarization as high as 47 Å to

check for any variability in the continuum polarization among
the various epochs and find none, as shown in Figure 2. We
quantify the lack of variability in two ways. First, we fit a
power law of the form ( ) ( )l l m= b-P c 0.55 m to the
spectrum of each epoch prior to ISP subtraction and find that
the fits are in good agreement with each other. Additionally, the
best-fit l-K max we derive from fitting the Serkowski curve to
each epoch lies within the 4σ confidence contour drawn
relative to Epoch 4ʼs best fit (see Figure 10). Although there is
some scatter in the best-fit l-K max with time, the degrees of
polarization defined by these curves at 5500 Å all agree within
~0.01%. If circumstellar dust is present at close enough
distances to the SN, we expect the polarization to change as the
dust is evaporated by radiation, which would in turn change the
grain size distribution as small grains disappear. Calculations
by Amanullah & Goobar (2011) find that sublimation will
deplete dust that resides at r 10 cm16 , which is nearly
equivalent to 4 lt-day. This is prior to all of our spectro-
polarimetric observations, so it is not surprising that we do not
see variability in the degree of polarization among our epochs.
Therefore, we assume that the ISP remains constant and does
not change with time, allowing the same ISP correction to be
applied to each epoch of observation.

4. INTRINSIC POLARIZATION

After removal of the interstellar dust component, which was
chosen by fitting polynomials to our late-time Epoch 4 spectra,
the SN’s intrinsic degree of polarization remains. We present
SN 2014J’s intrinsic spectropolarimetric evolution over the first
four epochs in Figures 3–6. Our results show that the Si II
λ6355 line of the SN is indeed intrinsically polarized near
maximum light. We discuss this in detail below. It is common
for SNe Ia to have a conspicuous feature in this line (Wang &
Wheeler 2008), and SN 2014J is no exception. Often the NIR
Ca II triplet near 8000 Å is polarized as well, but our
wavelength coverage does not reach this far into the red, so
we cannot comment on this characteristic.

4.1. Continuum Polarization

Assuming that the continuum polarization is defined by a
region of the spectrum that is free of strong lines, we measure
the average continuum between 6600 and 7400 Å in Epochs
1–4 to have an intrinsic polarization of 0.09% ± 0.07%, 0.01%
± 0.17%, 0.14% ± 0.17%, and 0.03% ± 0.07%, respectively.
Therefore, all epochs are consistent with zero polarization. This
low value is in agreement with other normal SN Ia
measurements, which typically show<0.3% polarized continua
light (Wang & Wheeler 2008). The subluminous SNe Ia SN
1999by and SN 2005ke and the normal SN 2011fe have shown
higher detections of 0.5%–0.7% (Howell et al. 2001; Patat
et al. 2012; P. Milne et al. 2016, private communication). The
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small degree of continuum polarization indicates that globally
the photosphere is nearly spherically symmetric and is
consistent with less than 10% deviation from a perfect sphere
(Höflich 1991).

4.2. Si II Polarization

Near maximum light, changes in the polarization degree are
clearly detected at the Si II λ6355 line. Figure 7 shows the first
two epochs’ degree of polarization in velocity space. In Epoch
1, the polarization in qRSP rises to a peak near- -14,000 km s 1.
Furthermore, a broad depression in the uRSP spectrum forms
from - -14,500 km s 1 to - -4000 km s 1 across the Si II line.
Meanwhile, the continuum has an average uRSP value of 0.08%
± 0.07% at this epoch. We use the uRSP spectrum to quote a
polarization measurement for Si II at this epoch and find an
average = P 0.54% 0.05%Si II between- -13,500 km s 1 and
- -9500 km s 1. We also note that the Si II polarization peaks

near the line’s absorption minimum, which we measure to be
at - -11,000 km s 1.
In the following epoch at +7 days, the peak in qRSP has

increased to 0.46% at- -14,000 km s 1, but this value decreases
to 0.32% ± 0.13% if averaged over - -15,000 km s 1 to
- -12,000 km s 1. Meanwhile, the feature in uRSP has grown
more complex with three dips present over the same
wavelength range as Epoch 1. We measure a peak polarization
level of 0.37% ± 0.05% between - -10,000 km s 1

and - -7000 km s 1.
The importance of obtaining spectropolarimetric data to

learn details about the ejecta distribution is showcased by
Figure 7. The flux profile of the Si II line shows only minor
changes between the first and second epochs; however, the
polarization profiles have evolved significantly. McCall (1984)
predicted that the polarization profile should peak at an
absorption line’s minimum since the absorbing ejecta blocks
the direct, unpolarized light from the photosphere along the line
of sight. We see this in Epoch 1, where the peak in uRSP occurs

Figure 3. Rotated Stokes parameters after correction for ISP shown for 2014
February 2 (Epoch 1) with the arbitrarily scaled flux spectrum (bold blue line)
in the upper panel. Below the rotated polarization spectra is the rotated angle.
The polarization angle near the Si II λ6355 feature is highlighted over the
wavelengths –5900 6400 Å. All spectra are in the rest frame of the host galaxy
and binned to 20 Å. The average 1σ error bars for the polarization and position
angle spectra are displayed at 4500 Å.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, for 2014 February 9 (Epoch 2), but with the 1σ
error bars displayed at 4350 Å.

Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, for 2014 February 25 (Epoch 3), except all spectra
are binned to 60 Å. Note that the qRSP axis has been plotted over a different
range from earlier epochs. The polarization angle is not highlighted across the
absorption line at 6100 Å as there is no clear line polarization visible at the
same wavelengths. The average 1σ error bars are displayed at 4500 Å.

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, for 2014 March 25 (Epoch 4), with all spectra
binned to 60 Å. The average 1σ error bars are displayed at 4500 Å.
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nearly in alignment with the absorption trough. With the
evolution in the polarization profile in Epoch 2, we see that the
asymmetry in the line has changed with the line depth in the
ejecta as the fastest and the slowest material are now nearly just
as polarized as the line center. The absorption trough’s
polarization has also decreased significantly between the two
epochs from 0.63% to 0.26% at the same velocity slice,
indicating that the more direct light from the photosphere is not
being absorbed as readily as a week prior.

In the last two epochs analyzed at +23 and +51 days, the
Si II feature is no longer detected in the polarization spectra (see
Figures 5 and 6). By +23 days, the Si II λ6355 feature is still
present in the flux spectrum, but Fe II has begun encroaching on
the wings and a combination of Fe II, Co II, and Cu II is present
between 6100 and 6800 Å at +51 days (Vallely et al. 2016).
With the lack of Si II in both the flux and polarization spectra, it
is not surprising that the polarization angle no longer shows
smooth changes across this region of the spectrum. In general,
the angle has become more erratic because the error in
polarization angle is very large when the degree of polarization
is nearly zero.

Overall, the spectropolarimetric evolution of SN 2014J is
similar to previous SN Ia observations and theory (Wang &
Wheeler 2008). Line polarization is typically visible near
maximum light and often at levels less than 1%. Earlier
measurements showed line polarization that peaked before
maximum; however, SN 2014J joins a growing sample of SNe
Ia that peak later (see Figure 9). In the weeks following
maximum light, the photosphere recedes deeper into more
uniform ejecta, or the regions of asymmetric material become
optically thin, causing the line polarization to fade with time.
This often occurs within 2 weeks after the light-curve peak, but
one SN Ia has shown repolarization of the Ca II NIR lines
nearly 40 days after maximum (Patat et al. 2009). Zelaya et al.
(2013) also report levels of 2%–4% for the Ca II NIR triplet of
SN 2007sr at +63 days. Earlier measurements are not

available, so it is not clear whether this is a repolarization of
the line.
Although the polarized spectra are useful for comparing the

levels of polarization of different SNe Ia, investigating the data
on the –q u plane is often more enlightening. Figure 8 shows the
qRSP and uRSP polarization for the range 5900–6400 Å, which
includes the Si II absorption line. Each data point corresponds
to a qRSP–uRSP vector pair with the wavelength represented by
the symbol’s color. In the first epoch, the Si II feature forms a
loop as the uRSP polarization steadily increases from the blue
toward the middle of the line and then begins to decrease
toward the red. The middle of the absorption trough shows the
highest degree of polarization, extending just beyond the 0.5%
level depicted as a dashed line. Moving to the second epoch,
the complex nature of the uRSP spectrum can be seen here as
well, as three loops form past the 0.25% polarization circle.
Finally, by the third and fourth epochs, when we are unable to
definitely identify the Si II polarization, the loop behavior has
diminished as well.
Loops in the q–u plane occur as the polarization angle rotates

on the sky. If the distribution of Si II were axisymmetric, the
–q uRSP RSP vector pairs would arrange themselves in a straight

line on the plane. The presence of a loop, rather than a linear
collection of points, suggests that the distribution of Si II is not
axisymmetric throughout the ejecta. Similar loop features have
been found in a number of SNe Ia such as SN 2001el (Wang
et al. 2003), SN 2004S (Chornock & Filippenko 2008), SN
2009dc (Tanaka et al. 2010), and SN 2011fe (P. Milne et al.
2016, private communication). Kasen et al. (2003) used
parameterized models to explore possible origins of the HV
Ca II loop of SN 2001el. Either an ellipsoidal shell rotated with
respect to the photosphere or large-scale clumpy matter could
create the change in polarization angle. Both of these scenarios
would partially block polarized light of the underlying
continuum, leading to line polarization.

5. DISCUSSION

It is clear from our spectropolarimetric results that SN 2014J
is intrinsically polarized. The overall asphericity of the
electron-scattering photosphere is small, but significant undula-
tions across the Si II line around maximum light indicate that
there are deviations from this geometry. The changes in line
polarization over time in SN 2014J also showcase the
importance of obtaining multiple epochs of observation. This
allows a detailed study of the element distribution in the outer
layers of SN Ia ejecta.
Although the sample of SNe Ia with polarization measure-

ments has been growing since the first evidence of an
intrinsically polarized SN Ia was obtained with SN 1996X
(Wang et al. 1997), only a handful of these studies are multi-
epoch. In an effort to compare SNe Ia at the same epoch, Wang
et al. (2007) fit the Si II polarization of 17 explosions, each with
a single pre-maximum measurement, with a second-order
polynomial to determine the time dependence of the line
polarization. This polynomial was then used to correct an SN’s
measured polarization to −5 days. Using such a model seemed
appropriate at the time because the evolution of SN 2002bo,
determined over 7 epochs, matched this derived polynomial
well. However, SN 2014J does not seem to fit this trend. Using
the +0-day measurement for SN 2014J, an Si II polarization of
0.66% is expected at −5 days according to the temporal

Figure 7. Variation in the level of polarization with velocity over the Si II
λ6355 profile between 5900 and 6400 Å for days +0 and +7. The smooth blue
curve traces the arbitrarily scaled flux spectrum, the qRSP spectrum is displayed
as stars connected by a solid line, and the uRSP spectrum is shown as open
diamonds connected by a dashed line. All polarization spectra are in the rest
frame of the host galaxy and binned to 20 Å.
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evolution polynomial. This value is quite a bit higher than the
value of 0.5% measured on the same day by Patat et al. (2014).

In Figure 9, we present the time dependence of Si II λ6355
polarization for all well-studied SNe Ia. The measurements of
SN 2002bo, SN 2006X, SN 2011fe, and SN 2012fr are adapted
directly from figures, tables, or the text of their publications
(Wang et al. 2007; Patat et al. 2009; Maund et al. 2013; P.
Milne et al. 2016, private communication). Meanwhile, we
estimate the values for SN 2001el from its polarization spectra
(Wang et al. 2003). We also included the preliminary value for
SN 2014J on day −5 as presented by Patat et al. (2014). We fit
each SN’s time dependence with a least-squares polynomial or
linear line (for SN 2001el), which is also displayed in Figure 9.
For the SN 2014J fit, we used the −5-day value from Patat
et al. (2014) and +0- and +7-day values from this work, but
did not include our +23-day measurement since it is consistent
with 0%. We use the peak value of uRSP (see Section 4.2) for
SN 2014J as this seems most consistent with the literature. In
addition, the fit of SN 2012fr’s temporal evolution involves a
mixture of HV (at −11 days) and photospheric velocity
polarization components.

We notice several trends when comparing the temporal
evolution of these SNe. First, there are differences in the level
and time of peak polarization among SNe Ia. Both SN 2002bo
and SN 2006X display very similar evolution in their Si II

polarization, which reached a level of ∼1% polarization
approximately 5 days prior to maximum light. More recent
SNe, however, such as SN 2011fe and SN 2012fr, reach a
lower polarized peak of 0.5%–0.6%, but only at maximum
light or later. SN 2014J appears to have a similar evolution.
Unfortunately, SN 2001el only shows declining levels of
polarization, so it is hard to determine how it compares to the
other SNe.
Second, there is variety in the length of time an SN shows

asymmetries in its Si distribution. We see that the polarization
of SN 2002bo and SN 2006X rises and falls rapidly, whereas
SN 2011fe, SN 2012fr, and SN 2014J are more gradual.
Finally, in addition to displaying the highest levels of Si II

polarization, SN 2002bo and SN 2006X also exhibited high
expansion velocities. Their photospheric velocity as measured
by the absorption of Si II was in excess of - -13,000 km s 1 at
maximum light (Silverman et al. 2015). Thus, these two
explosions are listed as HV in the Wang et al. (2009)
classification and HVG (“HV gradient”) by Benetti et al.
(2005). Meanwhile, SN 2001el and SN 2011fe belong to the
NV (“normal velocity”) and LVG groups as they had
maximum light velocities of ~- -10,000 km s 1 (Silverman
et al. 2015). SN 2012fr and SN 2014J, however, are not easily
subclassified by photospheric velocity. Childress et al. (2013)
measured the maximum light velocity of SN 2012fr to be

Figure 8. ISP-corrected –q uRSP RSP diagrams of Si II λ6355, binned to 20 Å, over the first four epochs of observation color-coded according to wavelength.
Polarization levels of 0.25%, 0.5%, and 0.75% are indicated by dashed lines, and the average 1σ error-bar size is shown in the top right of each panel.
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~- -12,000 km s 1, which places this SN just over the dividing
line into the HV category. A long plateau in the Si II expansion,
however, kept the photospheric velocity at −12,000 km s−1 for
nearly 6 weeks, classifying SN 2012fr as LVG. Likewise, SN
2014J is categorized as HV and LVG (see Section 1.1).

In combining these three trends, we see that the HVG SNe
SN 2002bo and SN 2006X reach the highest levels of
polarization recorded in SNe Ia and on much earlier timescales
than their LVG counterparts. Therefore, these explosions show
larger degrees of asphericity that are located in higher layers of
ejecta as compared to LVG SNe since the photosphere is
deeper within the ejecta when LVG explosions show their
highest degree of polarization. As a direct comparison, SN
2006X’s photospheric velocity, as measured by the Si II λ6355
line, was over −17,000 -km s 1 near its peak in polarization
(Patat et al. 2009), while SN 2014J’s velocity was
−11,000 -km s 1.

Although a relationship between the temporal evolution of
an SN’s asymmetries and its ejecta velocity does seem
possible, the sample size of well-observed SNe Ia is still small,
so we caution against overinterpretation. However, this is not
the first time a correlation between these two observables has
been suggested (Leonard et al. 2005). Maund et al. (2010)
discovered a linear correlation between Si II polarization and
the SN’s velocity gradient characterized by the best-fit line

˙= +P v0.267 0.006Si SiII II. The HVG explosions exhibited
more asymmetry than the LVG when comparing the level of
Si II polarization measured at, or corrected to, −5 days using
the formula determined by Wang et al. (2007). We find that SN
2014J also follows this relationship. We expect a polarization
level of 0.52% using the velocity gradient determined by

Marion et al. (2015), which is similar to the preliminary value
of 0.5% presented by Patat et al. (2014).
It has been speculated that the luminosity of SNe Ia may be

related to asymmetry as well. Wang et al. (2007) observed a
relationship between the polarization of an SN and its
brightness as measured by the decline rate parameter. The
observed decline rate for SN 2014J as measured by Foley et al.
(2014) predicts an Si II polarization of 0.28%, which is too low
for the −5-day value measured by Patat et al. (2014). However,
it has been shown that reddening decreases the observed
decline rate (Phillips et al. 1999). Correcting the SN’s
brightness for reddening increases the expected polarization
to –0.36% 0.45% using ( ) –D =m B 1.01 1.0815 true (Foley
et al. 2014), which at the upper end is closer to reproducing
SN 2014J’s −5-day Si II polarization.
In conclusion, we find that SN 2014J has a similar

evolution to other LVG SNe, which show moderate levels of
peak polarization at maximum light or later, in contrast to
HVG explosions. It is therefore not surprising that SN 2014J’s
−5-day polarization measurement cannot be reproduced with
the temporal evolution polynomial of Wang et al. (2007),
which only matches the Si II time dependence of HVG SNe.
We therefore advise extra caution when using this equation for
SNe without multiple epochs of observation. It may be more
worthwhile to estimate an SN’s pre-maximum polarization if
multiple epochs are not available using the velocity gradient
relationship, which estimated a similar degree of polarization to
what was actually measured for SN 2014J at −5 days.
Although the sample size is small, our Figure 9 reflects the
main conclusion of the velocity gradient correlation, which is
that HVG SNe have higher levels of line polarization.

6. SUMMARY

The spectropolarimetry presented here reveals that the
heavily reddened but otherwise normal SN Ia SN 2014J is
polarized near maximum light, allowing us to explore the
multidimensional nature of the explosion. A consistently low
detection of continuum polarization implies a nearly symmetric
explosion, at least from our viewing angle, but higher levels
across the Si II λ6355 line point to a more complicated structure
in the ejecta above the photosphere.
The continuum polarization of SN 2014J, estimated between

6600 and 7400 Å, is statistically consistent with zero between
+0 and +51 days. However, the line polarization reaches
levels of 0.54% on day +0 and 0.37% on day +7, measured as
the average degree of polarization over a small velocity range.
At maximum light, the minimum of the absorption trough
shows the highest polarization at 0.63%. A week later,
however, the same velocity slice has decreased in polarization
by ~0.4%. The polarization feature at this epoch has also
evolved into several peaks spread out over the center of the
absorption line that are nearly equivalent in degree of
polarization. The changes in the polarization profile between
the first two epochs indicate that the line’s asymmetry is
evolving with the line depth within the ejecta. Despite these
large fluctuations in the degree of polarization, we see minimal
changes in the flux profile. By +23 and +51 days, Si II λ6355
only makes a small contribution to the flux spectrum, and we
no longer detect line polarization, indicating that the asym-
metry diminishes with time or depth in the ejecta. Another
interesting aspect of the Si II polarization is the loop it forms on
the –q uRSP RSP diagram. This type of structure develops when

Figure 9. Comparison of the Si II λ6355 line polarization among SNe Ia with
multiple epochs of observations. A weighted least-squares polynomial or linear
fit has been added to demonstrate the temporal evolution of each SN’s Si II
polarization. The polarization of SN 2001el (yellow stars) was estimated from
Wang et al. (2003). SN 2002bo (purple squares) is from Wang et al. (2007), SN
2006X (pink circles) data are from Patat et al. (2009), and SN 2011fe (green
diamonds) is from P. Milne et al. (2016, private communication). The SN
2012fr (blue upside-down triangles) observations of Maund et al. (2013)
showed both high velocity and photospheric components. The high-velocity
component dominated at −11 days, but was diminished by the second epoch
when the photospheric polarization became more prominent. Preliminary data
(red half-circle) of Patat et al. (2014), in addition to the measurements of this
work (red crosses), are coupled together to show the evolution of SN 2014J’s
Si II polarization. Our null measurement at +23 days has not been included in
the fit for SN 2014J.
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the polarization angle varies monotonically across a line. A
skewed ellipsoidal shell of the ion or perhaps clumps of Si II
caused by anisotropies in the 56Ni excitation are possible
explanations. The evolution of SN 2014J’s polarization is
similar to other LVG SNe, which tend to reach a maximum
level of asymmetry around maximum light or later. SNe with
higher expansion velocities reach their peak polarization
approximately 5 days earlier. LVG explosions overall also
show lower degrees of polarization at their peaks than their
HVG counterparts.

Although the intrinsic polarization of SN 2014J appears
normal relative to other SNe Ia, the ISP is more remarkable. It
has been suggested that at least part of the extinction along the
line of sight is due to scattering by circumstellar dust. We find
that the polarization angle aligns closely with the dust lanes of
M82 and the degree of polarization does not change over our
period of observation, suggesting that the continuum polariza-
tion has an interstellar origin. However, the derived parameters
from our Serkowski fit are unusual and may not be physical.
The wavelength dependence of the continuum polarization also
provides an independent measure of RV that does not require
SN colors. The blue wavelength at which the Serkowski curve
estimates the peak degree of polarization invokes an abundance
of very small aligned dust grains in the ISM of M82 compared
to the Milky Way and a steep extinction law characterized by

<R 2V . However, UV and optical photometry of the galaxy
derives a higher value. Our polarization data are also well
described by the combination of a Serkowski curve and a
scattering component where scattering contributes nearly half
of the polarization at 4000 Å. This interpretation results in ISM
dust grains that are still smaller than in the Milky Way, but less
extreme than in the pure ISP model. However, we see a lack of
variability in the wavelength dependence of the polarization
angle. Variability is expected when the dust of the two
components has different orientations, so if this model is
credible, the two grain populations must share a similar
orientation. Therefore, we cannot distinguish between a pure
ISP or a combination of ISP and CSM dust at this time, but it is
likely that there is an enhanced abundance of small grains
along the line of sight to SN 2014J.
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APPENDIX
WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF POLARIZATION

Although we can impose a Serkowski curve on the
continuum polarization’s wavelength dependence, the ability
to accurately pinpoint the parameters is a cause for concern. We
created a c2 map of the lmax –K plane around our best-fit

Serkowski values given in Section 3.1. The confidence level
contours in Figure 10, drawn relative to the minimum c2, show
the 3σ–5σ levels. The diagram supports the idea that an
increase in K should follow an increase in the peak polarization
to redder wavelengths as given by the Whittet relationship, but
more generally the extended contours express that a number of
lmax –K pairs are applicable. Restated another way, the
parameters cannot be uniquely determined when the peak in
polarization is outside the observed range. Comparing the
contours to the Whittet relationship shown as a solid black line
in the plot indicates that SN 2014J’s Serkowski parameters lie
quite far from those expected in the Galaxy. Also shown as
crosses on the plot are the best-fit l-K max pairs from earlier
epochs. Because the level of continuum polarization does not
show variability between +0 and +51 days, the earlier epochs
lie along the extended contours and less than 4σ from the
Epoch 4 parameters.
Also, the derived Serkowski parameters of SN 2014J differ

from those determined for Galactic stars. Out of the 104 lines of
sight sampled by Whittet et al. (1992), only 5 have a
l m< 0.4 mmax , 4 of which are within the Cygnus OB2
clustering of young stars obscured by the Cygnus Rift. One
such example with a blue lmax is Cygnus OB2 No. 12, which
exhibited = P 9.90% 0.67%max , = K 0.60 0.08, and
l m= 0.35 0.005 mmax . Thus, it is rare for Galactic stars to
show peaks in polarization outside of optical wavelengths. By
contrast, several highly reddened SNe Ia—SN 1986G (Hough
et al. 1987), SN 2006X (Patat et al. 2009), and SN 2008fp (Cox
& Patat 2014)—display atypical wavelength dependencies and
seem to deviate from the Whittet relation by at least three or more
standard deviations (see Patat et al. 2015, Figure 3). Similar to
SN 2014J, both SN 2006X and SN 2008fp showed
l m< 0.4 mmax . Additionally, it is not clear whether the
Serkowski curve can be safely extrapolated to ultraviolet
wavelengths. For the small number of stars with adequate UV
polarization measurements (Martin et al. 1999), the Serkowski
relation provides a decent fit, unlike in the infrared, which is

Figure 10. Contours depicting the 3σ, 4σ, and 5σ confidence levels indicate
how K depends onlmax for our Serkowski-only fit to SN 2014J. Best-fit values
for SN 2014J (Epoch 4; this work) SN 2008fp (Cox & Patat 2014), SN 2006X
(Patat et al. 2009), and SN 1986G (Hough et al. 1987) are shown as black
diamonds, while the Whittet relationship l= +K 0.01 1.66 max that describes
Galactic stars (Whittet et al. 1992) is shown as a solid black line. The plus signs
indicate the best-fit l-K max values from (bottom left to top right) Epoch 3,
Epoch 2, and Epoch 1.
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better expressed by a power law. However, in some cases for
l m< 0.28 m, the Serkowski relation underestimates the
observed polarization (Clayton et al. 1992; Anderson et al. 1996).

Assuming that the Serkowski method is valid for ISP along
the line of sight to SN 2014J, we deduce that the dust properties
of M82 differ from the Galaxy since the best-fit values are
outside the expected ranges from stellar probes. The Mie theory
for dielectric grains estimates the size, a, of the average
polarizing dust grain as ( )l p= -n a2 1max (Whittet 1992).
Under the presumption that silicates are the main contributors
to the polarization as in the Milky Way (Voshchinnikov et al.
2012), a refractive index n = 1.6 would imply a grain radius of

m=a 0.015 m in M82, in contrast to the Galactic
m=a 0.15 m. Hence, an overabundance of small, aligned

grains is implied within M82.
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